Screening Yeast Display Libraries against Magnetized Yeast Cell Targets Enables Efficient Isolation of Membrane Protein Binders.
When isolating binders from yeast displayed combinatorial libraries, a soluble, recombinantly expressed form of the target protein is typically utilized. As an alternative, we describe the use of target proteins displayed as surface fusions on magnetized yeast cells. In our strategy, the target protein is coexpressed on the yeast surface with an iron oxide binding protein; incubation of these yeast cells with iron oxide nanoparticles results in their magnetization. Subsequently, binder cells that interact with the magnetized target cells can be isolated using a magnet. Using a known binder-target pair with modest binding affinity (KD ≈ 400 nM), we showed that a binder present at low frequency (1 in 105) could be enriched more than 100-fold, in a single round of screening, suggesting feasibility of screening combinatorial libraries. Subsequently, we screened yeast display libraries of Sso7d and nanobody variants against yeast displayed targets to isolate binders specific to the cytosolic domain of the mitochondrial membrane protein TOM22 (KD ≈ 272-1934 nM) and the extracellular domain of the c-Kit receptor (KD ≈ 93 to KD > 2000 nM). Additional studies showed that the TOM22 binders identified using this approach could be used for the enrichment of mitochondria from cell lysates, thereby confirming binding to the native mitochondrial protein. The ease of expressing a membrane protein or a domain thereof as a yeast cell surface fusion-in contrast to recombinant soluble expression-makes the use of yeast-displayed targets particularly attractive. Therefore, we expect the use of magnetized yeast cell targets will enable efficient isolation of binders to membrane proteins.